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VOCABULARY-I

Deliberation (n-), विचार-विमर्श, long careful consideration or discussion.

After five days of deliberations the jury decided on a verdict.

Inception (n-) आरंभ, establishment, institution, foundation 

Since its inception, Jindal has been at the forefront of economic development.

Behemoth (n+) विर्ालकाय, a huge monstrous creature, extremely large

The takeover of behemoth Jaguar Land Rover by Tata was a matter of pride.

Credence (n+) विश्वास, belief or acceptance of something as true, faith.

Her bruises added credence to her statement that she had been beaten.

Scepticism (n-) सदेंहिाद, doubtfulness, dubiousness.

My mother detected the supressed scepticism in my voice.



VOCABULARY-II

Fallacy (n-) भ्रम, a mistaken belief, misconception, delusion.

It is a common fallacy that women cannot be better pilots.

Extradite(v-) अपराधी देना,hand over an accused to the jurisdiction, deport,

Pakistan refused to extradite him to India.

Ransacked (v-) लूटना, go stealing, and damaging things, plunder, raid. 

Man has ransacked the planet for fuel.

Graffiti(n/v-)वभवि वचत्र,writings or drawings scribbled on walls or public places 

The sub-way walls are covered with graffiti.

Reluctance (n+) अवनच्छा, unwillingness, or disinclination to do something.

Her reluctance to talk to the Press after the acid attack was understandable.



matics

Rain cats and dogs

Meaning – to rain heavily

2. Eat out (Phrasal verb)

Meaning – eat at a restraunt

Conferred as an honour

Honorary

A person who is mentally ill

Lunatic

PHRASES & IDIOMS / ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION















Pipe dreams for water transfer
It is time to consider out-of-the-box solutions to take water from a point 
of surplus to one of deficit…

Last month, the ‘Chennai water train’ made its

poignant, slow arrival into the city, carrying 2.5

million litres of water for its parched residents. At

the very same time, in another part of the country,

unspeakable tragedy had unfolded, with Assam

and Bihar getting ravaged by the monsoons. And

just when it feels that the country has been through

enough, rain batters Karnataka and Kerala, taking

many lives and causing more misery.



 These climatically turbulent times beg the question of whether it would be

too far-fetched to use the ‘water train’ model widely and set up

infrastructure to transport water from areas with surplus to parched

lands.

 In the U.S., the city of Las Vegas planned to use excess water from the

Mississippi river through a multibillion-dollar project, a proposal that has

remained a pipe dream.

 These schemes have yielded another novel idea, which is to use water to

transport water. This has been implemented with success in the

Caribbean, especially during the drought of 1983-84 in Antigua.



 The advantages of transporting water over water include the fact that one

Horsepower of energy can move 150 kg on road, 500 kg on rail and 4,000

kg on water. Similarly, one litre of fuel can move 24 tonnes per km on

road, 85 tonnes on rail and 105 tonnes on inland water transport.

 The disadvantages are that the loading and unloading facilities are

expensive to construct and, in India, most rivers don’t have the depth and

breadth to accommodate large barges all through the year.

 According to Magsaysay awardee P. Sainath, there have been five

principal migrations of water in India: from agriculture to industry; rural

to urban; food to cash crops; poor to rich; and livelihood to lifestyle.


